Abstract. A p-adic method to construct explicitly a generating automorphism of the Hubert classfield over Q(V~47) and to perform Tshirnhausen transformations for generating equations of the real subfield is developed.
k = QiYd), d<0 E=Qid), K = EiYd) and K is normal over Q and cyclic of degree n over k. How to find a generating element of GiK/k), where GiK/k) is the Galois group of K over k?
Here we give a p-adic method to construct such an automorphism. In the end, we shall give some examples to demonstrate our method.
By a theorem given in [2] there are infinitely many rational prime numbers p which decompose in k into the product of two distinct prime ideals which stay indecomposed in K. Those are the ones with decomposition group equal to GiK/k) and not dividing the discriminant of K over Q. Among them there is one which does not even divide the characteristic b of the factor module of Ok over Os-O*. (We denote by £)f the ring of the algebraic integers of the algebraic number field F.)
Let p = pip2 in k, px ^ p2 are prime ideals in k and let 'iß,-= p¡Ox, i = 1, 2, $,■ prime ideals in Ok-Since k is imaginary quadratic the two prime ideals pi, p2 are complex conjugate. The same applies to *ßi, *iß2.
Then we know there exists an automorphism a, namely the Frobenius automorphism in G such that <t£ = £pmod *ißi for every £ G Ok and in particular, o-e = 0pmod<ßi .
Let ox.oix) = xp mod/(a;) where ox.oix) is a polynomial of Z{x] of degree less than n. It follows that en,o(0) = 6" = o6 mod <ßi.
Since p is unramified in K, we have p as ^3i-adic generator of $i, i.e. p G "ißi, but p G ^i2-In order to obtain the action of a on 6 modulo powers of ^ßi, we proceed as follows: let oB = o-i.o(ô) 4-pgxid) mod "ißi2 where gxix) is a polynomial of Z [x] oí degree less than n.
How to find <7i? We know that H_ fio-x.oid) + pgxiO)) = Omod <ßi2
and by Taylor-Maclaurin (**) fio-i.oie) + pgxie)) = /(<n,o(0)) 4-vf'iox,oie))gxie) mod <^2.
Since (***) /Mi))sOmodÇi we can write/(<7i,o(:r.)) = pfxix) mod/ where fx is a polynomial of Z [x] of degree less than n.
From (*), (**), (***), we then obtain
Continue this process for higher powers of "¡ßi until we reach an exponent 2"+1. The number v is to be determined later and a bound for the number v was given in [1] .
In the same manner, we should compute od modulo powers of *iß2. Noting that ßi and *iß2 are complex conjugates, but that 0 is real and that 06 = 0" mod ^ßi, it follows if r is the automorphism of K over Q such that t : a 4-ci -» a -ci, a, c real, then applying t to the above congruence, we have
and ÍTOT~l)d = 9P mod "$2 and hence t<tt~x t¿ o. On the other hand GiK/k) is normal in Aut iK/Q) = ( r, GiK/k) ) and therefore Ítot'^o = (o->)0 where 1 < j < n, so o-e = h*id) mod $2 where ä*(0) = (a->)0 mod %. The procedure used to solve the second question is even simpler: in order to express 8H, say, in terms of dw, we only have to begin with finding a polynomial goiOw) with coefficients in Z/2 of degree less than 5 such that On = ^0(0^) mod 2 .
In our cases we have dH = 6W2 4-6W mod 2 , 6W = eY 4-1 mod 2 .
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